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ABSTRACT
Introduction: Use of wireless devices has the potential to transform delivery of primary care services for persons with sickle cell disease (SCD). The study examined text message communications between patients and an advanced practice registered nurse (APRN) and the different primary care activities that emerged with use of wireless technology.

Methods: Patients (N = 37; mean age 13.9 ± 1.8 years; 45.9% male and 54.1% female) engaged in intermittent text conversations with the APRN as part of the Wireless Pain Intervention Program. Content analyses were used to analyze the content of text message exchanges between patients and the APRN.

Results: The primary care needs that emerged were related to pain and symptom management and sickle cell crisis prevention. Two primary care categories (collaborating and coaching), four primary care subcategories (screening, referring, informing, and supporting), and 16 primary care activities were evident in text conversations.

Discussion: The use of wireless technology may facilitate screening, prompt management of pain and symptoms, prevention or reduction of SCD-related complications, more efficient referral for treatments, timely patient education, and psychosocial support in children and adolescents with SCD. J Pediatr Health Care. (2012)
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Effective communication between providers and patients is needed to improve health outcomes and delivery of care (Chaudhry et al., 2006; Institute of Medicine [IOM], 2001). Children and adolescents with sickle cell disease (SCD) require ongoing medical care and often depend on their parents or caregivers to mediate the required communications with care providers. They may not be comfortable with or be able to ask the right questions or provide relevant information to care providers. They tend to answer only what they are asked and may not be given very much information during health care visits (Ngo-Metzger, Hayes, Chen, Cygan, & Garfield, 2010). Although patient-centered approaches and interactive communications have the potential to improve the quality of care delivery (Chaudhry et al., 2006; IOM, 2001), these approaches have not yet been well implemented in the continuum of care for children and adolescents with SCD.

Recent advances in wireless technology may facilitate patient-centered approaches and establish interactive communications that previously were not possible (Puccio et al., 2006). The use of mobile phones, smartphones, and other wireless devices (e.g., personal digital assistants, iPads, and netbooks) is increasingly more common among children and adolescents, which may empower them to communicate directly with care providers. This enhanced communication would then encourage them to be more involved in decisions regarding their own care instead of heavily relying on their parents or caregivers as they transition into young adulthood (Gentles, Lokker, & McKibbon, 2010).

Lenhart, Madden, and Hitlin (2005) found that an overwhelming majority of the 1100 adolescents in their survey (84%) reported owning at least one personal media device, such as a desktop or laptop computer, a cell phone, or a personal digital assistant, and almost one third (31%) used them to access health information. About half (45%) reported having a cell phone, and one third (33%) used it to send text messages. Children and adolescents are technology savvy and use instant messaging and text messaging for conversations with other technology-savvy peers, as well as to communicate with parents (Lenhart et al., 2005).

Marciel and colleagues (2010) designed a Web-enabled cell phone intervention that provided information about management of symptoms and social support to improve treatment adherence among adolescents with cystic fibrosis. The intervention included visual, tactile, auditory, and interactive modes of communication and focused on peer-to-peer support using a Web application. Web site moderators provided suggestions about communications and referrals provided to relevant mental health professionals. Thus a combination of phone and Web-based tools provided the adolescents with individualized information about management of cystic fibrosis symptoms (Marciel, Saiman, Quittell, Dawkins, & Quittner, 2010).

Health care and information services may be delivered and enhanced directly through the use of wireless technology. Gentles and colleagues (2010) recently reviewed studies that implemented interventions featuring different modes of wireless technology (e.g., Internet, telephone, e-mail, and a short message service). They found that wireless technology was used to facilitate different functions (e.g., support, medication management, education, and monitoring).

The use of wireless technology may be an effective strategy for meeting one of the recommendations of the IOM that advocates for patient-centered care and increased access to care in a more timely manner (IOM, 2001). The IOM report recommends that care should be provided whenever patients need it and that providers should be available at all times (24 hours a day, every day). It also recommends that care should be made more accessible by offering it over the Internet, by telephone, and by other means in addition to face-to-face visits (IOM, 2001).

As part of our Wireless Pain Intervention Program that examined pain and symptoms in children and adolescents with SCD, we used smartphones as a medium for facilitating communications between an advanced practice registered nurse (APRN) and children and adolescents with SCD. The purpose of this study was to examine how patients with SCD communicated with a health care provider (an APRN) while using smartphones and to examine the different health care provider activities that resulted from the interactions using content analyses of their text message communications.

**METHODS**

**Design**

Children and adolescents with SCD were invited to enroll in the Wireless Pain Intervention Program and were asked to complete pain and symptom measures using a smartphone to access a Web-based e-Diary twice daily (Jacob et al., in press). An APRN with expertise in SCD remotely monitored the e-Diary entries, responded to alert messages based on preprogrammed parameters, and responded to text messages sent by patients (Duran, Jacob, Stinson, Lewis, & Zeltzer, 2010). The results presented in this portion of the study represent the content analyses of the text message exchanges between patients and the APRN between April 2010 and December 2010.

**Sample and Setting**

The Sickle Cell Disease Foundation of California (SCDFC), a community-based organization in Southern California, distributed study information flyers and invited patients from their programs to be part of the study. This organization serves approximately 5000 people with SCD across several regions of Southern California (Ontario, Corona, San Diego, and Los
FIGURE 1. Primary care activities emerging in text conversations with patients living with sickle cell disease. ED, Emergency department; SCC, sickle cell crisis.

Angeles). The population SCDFC serves is predominantly African American (90%) or Hispanic and several other ethnic origins (10%).

Eligibility criteria included children and adolescents who were 10 to 17 years of age who had a known diagnosis of SCD and were able to speak, read, write, and understand English. In addition, they were able to use the computer and smartphone and had a computer available either at home, through a local library, or at school. Exclusion criteria included children with any major cognitive or neurological impairment (as reported by parents) that affected their ability to understand and complete the study procedures.

Data Analysis
All text messages were downloaded into a Word file and arranged chronologically according to each patient. A total of 767 text messages formed the research data set. After three authors carefully read all text messages, the text messages were segmented into specific text conversations. Text conversations were defined as a meaningful and coherent text message or exchange of text messages between the patient and APRN. A total of 163 text conversations were identified and numbered for analysis. All text messages were then read within each text conversation numerous times. E-mail exchanges, face-to-face meetings, and phone conferences occurred between three researchers to clarify comments, thoughts, and categories until agreement was reached about the findings.

The categorization process included the following steps: (a) induction to extract an organizing framework and create structural categories (Shkedi, 2005); (b) arrangement of text conversations into an Excel spreadsheet according to the structural categories (Meyer & Avery, 2009); (c) examination of content within each categorized text conversation (Swallow, Newton, & Van Lottum, 2003) and inductive coding of all primary care actions and patient responses (Saldana, 2009); and (d) mapping and diagramming to expand understanding about how different data elements, such as codes and categories, were related (Miles & Huberman, 1994). Researchers conferred throughout the data analysis process to develop the final primary care action code and category lists and diagram (Figure 1). Once researchers were satisfied that the action code list accurately represented the content of text conversations, we applied the code list to all text conversations and performed frequency counts.

RESULTS
Patients (N = 37) engaged in intermittent text conversations with the APRN (Table 1). The mean age of these patients was 13.9 ± 1.8 years; 17 (45.9%) were boys and 20 (54.1%) were girls. The hemoglobin genotypes were (a) HgbSS (n = 21; 56.8%); (b) HgbSC (n = 8; 21.6%); (c) HgbBeta+Thalassemia (n = 2; 5.4%); and unknown (n = 6; 16.2%). Some subjects had a history of acute chest/pneumonia (n = 17; 45.9%), asthma (n = 11; 29.7%), and other SCD-related complications (Table 1). More than half (n = 19; 51.4%) had a frequent pain crisis at home (i.e., more than three pain crises at home per year); few were severe enough to require frequent hospitalizations (n = 6; 17.1%, with more than three hospitalizations per year due to pain). Primary care providers of these patients were located in eight different medical centers in Southern California.

The number of text conversations and text messages within a conversation varied extensively among patients. Some messages were technical in nature, such as (a) seeking contact information about other study patients who agreed to be contacted by others, (b) notifying the APRN about technological difficulties with diary entries, or (c) asking logistical questions about the study. Patients actively engaged in numerous text conversations with the APRN. Table 2 reports general characteristics of all patients’ conversations and their frequency. The primary care activities that emerged...
Collaborating
The APRN collaborated with patients in the process of screening their health concerns and with colleagues in the process of referring patients for further treatment (Figure 1).

Screening
The screening action encompassed four primary care activities. The process of checking in (Figure 1) was evident when the APRN contacted patients to follow up on symptom reports or ask about general well-being. Screening was characterized by text messages to patients who reported symptoms in their online diary entry that required further evaluation. Patients often responded with a symptom status update. When patients did not reply to the text, the APRN followed up with a phone call to further evaluate symptoms. Patients usually responded promptly to these general queries. Occasionally these general queries uncovered symptoms, but usually patients reported that they were doing well.

The process of exploring symptoms (Figure 1) resulted in a total of 107 symptoms that were discussed in 89 text conversations. In 77 of the 89 text conversations (86.5%), the APRN was evaluating symptoms together with the patient to determine if home management or referral to a care provider was warranted. In the remaining 12 text conversations, the patient reported that the symptom had disappeared. The most prevalent symptom that patients described was pain (41.6%), primarily occurring in the back, chest, or extremities. Other symptoms included not feeling well, upper respiratory congestion and cough, fever, feeling upset about something, nausea, vomiting, fatigue, vertigo, itchiness, yellow eyes, extremity swelling, painful erections, cramps, and headaches. Most patients responded with a fairly detailed description of their physical symptoms (Table 3). However, when queried about “feeling down or upset,” they commented that they did not want to text about it. Occasionally a patient summarized his or her distress as, for example, “a friend problem” or “a school problem.” Patients did not express issues related

from the text content data analysis pertained to pain and symptom management and sickle cell crisis prevention. Additionally, two primary care categories, four primary care subcategories, and 16 primary care activities were evident in text conversations (Table 3).

A diagrammatic representation of the content analyses is illustrated in Figure 1, and action categories, subcategories, and primary care activities are described in more detail in the following sections. Sample text responses to four primary care subcategories are provided in Table 4.

Collaborating
The APRN collaborated with patients in the process of screening their health concerns and with colleagues in the process of referring patients for further treatment (Figure 1).

Screening
The screening action encompassed four primary care activities. The process of checking in (Figure 1) was evident when the APRN contacted patients to follow up on symptom reports or ask about general well-being. Screening was characterized by text messages to patients who reported symptoms in their online diary entry that required further evaluation. Patients often responded with a symptom status update. When patients did not reply to the text, the APRN followed up with a phone call to further evaluate symptoms. Patients usually responded promptly to these general queries. Occasionally these general queries uncovered symptoms, but usually patients reported that they were doing well.

The process of exploring symptoms (Figure 1) resulted in a total of 107 symptoms that were discussed in 89 text conversations. In 77 of the 89 text conversations (86.5%), the APRN was evaluating symptoms together with the patient to determine if home management or referral to a care provider was warranted. In the remaining 12 text conversations, the patient reported that the symptom had disappeared. The most prevalent symptom that patients described was pain (41.6%), primarily occurring in the back, chest, or extremities. Other symptoms included not feeling well, upper respiratory congestion and cough, fever, feeling upset about something, nausea, vomiting, fatigue, vertigo, itchiness, yellow eyes, extremity swelling, painful erections, cramps, and headaches. Most patients responded with a fairly detailed description of their physical symptoms (Table 3). However, when queried about “feeling down or upset,” they commented that they did not want to text about it. Occasionally a patient summarized his or her distress as, for example, “a friend problem” or “a school problem.” Patients did not express issues related
to “feeling down or upset” via text messages, but the APRN followed up with a phone call when necessary for further assessment and evaluation.

The process of assessing the seriousness of a symptom with a patient often was done coincidentally during the process of seeking patient’s perspective on the meaning of a symptom (Figure 1). The APRN responded to pain reports by asking the patient if this episode was his or her serious type of pain or more typical type of pain. Patients categorized their pain symptom confidently, and if the pain was serious, the APRN referred the patient to the hospital and often followed up with a phone call. The patient often responded by describing his or her pain experience more extensively, along with his or her own pain management strategies, and concluded by saying, “I don’t think I have to go into the hospital because it’s not that bad.” The APRN followed with a text that included several home pain management strategies and concluded, “It will get better, but if it doesn’t, then you should go to the hospital to get extra help.” Patients generally acknowledged that they understood the information before ending the text conversation. Another symptom that both the patient and APRN considered serious was “fever and cough.” These symptoms also were explored collaboratively and usually resulted in the joint decision that the patient should call his or her health care provider or clinic.

### Referring

The APRN was consistently alert for any indication that symptoms reported by the patient required prompt medical treatment. When the APRN referred patients to their primary health care provider (Figure 1), patients were willing to follow through with a call or clinic visit. However, when the APRN encouraged them to go to the hospital, emergency department, or urgent care (Figure 1), she often encountered some resistance. One female patient described worsening symptoms of “sore throat” and “coughing like crazy.” The APRN asked if the patient went “to the hospital or clinic?” and the patient emphatically replied, “I don’t want to

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>TABLE 3. Frequencies of primary care activities</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Primary care categories and subcategories</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Collaborating</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Screening</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Checking in (asking about participant well-being)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Exploring symptoms</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Assessing symptom seriousness with participant</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Seeking participant’s perspective on meaning of symptom</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Referring</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Communicating with clinic/health care provider</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Contacting hospital/emergency department</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Suggesting technical assistance</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Coaching</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Informing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Explaining symptoms</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Detailing symptom/health management strategies</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reinforcing participant decision making</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Clarifying study logistics/operations</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Supporting</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Encouraging hope</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Expressing empathy/concern</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sharing self</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Connecting study participants</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Inviting contact from participants</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>TABLE 4. Advanced practice registered nurse primary care activities and examples of patient text responses</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Action</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Screening</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Referring</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Informing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Supporting</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

ER, Emergency room; PCA, Patient-controlled analgesia.
go to the hospital. I don’t want to get admitted.” The APRN replied by text, “I know you don’t want to, but ... you could get worse and they can help you feel better...” The patient eventually agreed after several reiterations.

After making the referrals, the APRN sent follow-up texts or phone calls to inquire about how patients were doing, whether they were admitted, and what the health care provider suggested for symptom management. Some patients provided rather detailed updates (Table 4). During the study period, 11 patients were admitted to the hospital; the APRN continued text conversations with hospitalized patients to follow their progress until they had a full recovery.

Other referrals were made to the research staff for contacting technical assistance (Figure 1). Patients seemed very patient with technical difficulties and often reported that difficulties were resolved quickly.

Coaching
The APRN’s texts also evidenced many instances of guiding patients toward improved health through symptom management and health promotion. The category of coaching actions included the subcategories of informing and supporting (Figure 1).

Informing
The APRN explained symptoms (Figure 1) to patients. For example, after clarifying that a patient’s cough and sniffles were not accompanied by fever, the APRN explained that most likely it was not a serious cold, but that “coughing a lot at night and ... sniffles” suggested the possibility of seasonal allergies or asthma, and recommended that the patient see a doctor. The APRN also responded to another patient’s text question about yellow eyes and explained that it means “a lot of red blood cells breaking up in the blood system.” In one instance, a patient sent a text picture of her eye with a fluid-filled bleb. The APRN explored the circumstances and called the patient by phone so they could talk and further evaluate the situation. These text conversations provided evidence that the APRN was helping young patients understand what constitutes important information for assessing the risk of SCD complications.

The APRN provided detailed strategies (Figure 1) for symptom management and health promotion. When helping a patient manage pain, the APRN suggested alternate pain medications, relaxing, resting, drinking plenty of fluids such as hot tea, taking a warm bath, using hot packs, and other strategies for comfort. These instructions frequently were acknowledged by patients as helpful. When the APRN was particularly concerned about a symptom description, she reported phoning rather than texting patients with instructions. When texting management strategies, the APRN usually offered several different interventions and encouraged patients to call or text an update.

The APRN sent text messages that encouraged and reinforced patient decision making (Figure 1). After asking one patient how she was handling her fatigue, the APRN sent a text that the patient was doing the right thing by trying to get as much sleep as possible. She encouraged some “exercise...to gain more energy” or if she was “too tired,” to “relax and read a book to keep mind active.” Patients usually appreciated these reminders.

The APRN also received text messages related to clarifying logistics (Figure 1). For example, in response to a question from a young patient about the daily diary, the APRN explained that answering the questions will help clinicians understand how persons with SCD feel when they are at home and whether there are “signs and symptoms that may predict a pain crisis, or if some things can be done to prevent it.” Other logistical instructions included how to record symptom seriousness on the daily diary entry.

Supporting
The supporting action subcategory was prominent throughout text conversations and contained five activities. Encouraging hope (Figure 1) was exemplified by statements in response to a patient’s text updates, such as, “You’re doing all the right things, keep it up!” and “Good! I think a transfusion will make you feel better, and the prednisone should help your lungs.” Many text conversations concluded with an encouraging comment from the APRN.

Expressions of empathizing (Figure 1) usually accompanied responses to patients’ descriptions of difficulty. For example, in response to a text that described many problems encountered by a patient during hospitalization (Table 4), the APRN sent a text message to say, “Sorry you’ve been through so much...how are you feeling today?” Sometimes, patients logged their feelings in the daily diary. The APRN often responded to those entries with text questions to further evaluate the situation. One patient sent a text message to state that her cat died. The APRN quickly responded to inquire how she was and if she wanted to talk about it.

Expressions of empathizing pertained not only to health problems but also to normal adolescent tribulations. One patient responded that she had a “friendship problem” and the APRNs sent a text to ask if she wanted to talk about it. The APRN would call as needed. Although patients did not choose to explore their feelings openly via text, in some instances they expressed gratitude for having someone whom they felt was available to them.

Some patients sought to personalize their texts and share information about themselves with the APRN (Figure 1). One young patient sent an introductory
text about herself accompanied by a picture of herself and mother, to which the APRN replied with a warm welcome. Some patients told the APRN about their progress in school, their plans for Halloween, or their volunteer experiences at a dance marathon. Personal conversations were scattered throughout the text message exchanges. Some patients expressed enjoyment of these more personal text message exchanges with the APRN.

Another supporting activity included connecting study patients to one another who agreed to be connected with other study patients of a similar age (Figure 1). Many patients initiated text conversations with the APRN to ask for contact information. In response, the APRN provided an age-appropriate list of other patients who agreed to be contacted by other patients and encouraged them to exchange text messages with each other. Some patients alluded to their contact with other patients, which was an important source of support for them. Some text messages indicated that the children and adolescents expressed how they were able to keep in touch with friends from sickle cell camp through the study, which they were not able to do previously.

The APRN provided support by inviting follow-up contact (Figure 1). Whenever discussing symptoms with patients, the APRN concluded conversations with text comments such as, “Let me know if things get worse, or if you need anything else!” or “Let me know if you have pain or fevers.” In addition, the APRN consistently followed text conversations about going to the clinic or hospital with a subsequent text message that asked the patient for an update. The patients almost always replied with a clear description of their diagnosis and treatment changes (Table 4).

The APRN’s coaching often was appreciated by patients. For example, one young study subject said he had been “reading a lot about sickle cell” and “talking to some of the patients of the study” to seek emotional and peer social support. A patient also said that every time someone at school asked the reason why his eyes were yellow (Table 4), he told them, and they were more interested about his condition. Learning more about the disease and how to manage symptoms often was acknowledged by patients as a result of text conversations that included coaching, and gratitude was consistently evident as they often thanked the APRN for her suggestions and support.

**DISCUSSION**

We examined the ways in which children and adolescents with SCD utilized text messaging with an APRN to control their symptoms and the subsequent primary health care activities that emerged during analyses of the content of the text message communications. We found that children were able to communicate with an APRN and establish an ongoing relationship about health and SCD-related matters in ways that previously had not been possible.

Several primary health care activities emerged from the textual data. Screening was the most prominent in text conversations, including visual inspection when one patient sent a picture of his swollen eye. As illustrated in the text message examples, patients expressed gratitude for the suggested referrals to the clinic or hospital, acknowledging that they were in fact necessary and helpful in preventing worsening complications. The health literature includes scant information about screening, early detection, and prevention of sickle cell–related complications, particularly related to pain and symptoms. Some innovative strategies have been reported to improve access to primary care services among adults with SCD (Woods, Kutlar, Grigsby, Adams, & Stachura, 1998) and children with special health care needs (Karp et al., 2000). However, our study is the first to document the possibility that screening, early detection, and prevention of complications related to pain and symptoms among children and adolescents with SCD can occur with use of wireless technology, specifically the smartphone. Future studies are needed to examine the effects on outcomes and the effectiveness of this mode of interaction with health care providers. In addition, future studies also should determine whether this mode of interaction would be more successful as part of an integrated health services delivery that includes primary care providers or as a separate complementary service as implemented in our study.

We also found that patients were reluctant to enter the hospital and that sending text messages was an effective means of communicating the seriousness of symptoms and persuading the patients to be taken by their parents to a health care provider. Results from our previous studies documented that patients had signs and symptoms associated with hospitalizations, on average, 4 days or more prior to admission (Jacob et al., 2005). It is unclear why children and adolescents with SCD delay seeking treatments for pain and symptoms and are reluctant to seek treatment for symptoms that may lead to serious complications. Some evidence suggests that previous negative experiences (Maxwell, Streetly, & Bevan, 1999) and/or lack of awareness and knowledge regarding the consequences of delaying treatments for pain and symptoms account for delay in seeking care. Future studies are needed to examine reasons for delays in seeking treatments and test interventions that would promote health-seeking behaviors. It is possible that patients may have been told to come to the emergency department only when home remedies no longer work. Negative consequences may occur as a result of delaying treatments for pain and symptoms that could have been prevented from escalating. Educational interventions are needed, including proactive and prevention strategies that would minimize delay in treatments for pain and symptoms.
Another significant finding was that text conversations were an important avenue to provide health information (coaching). Traditionally, parents have been the focus of education and counseling about management of their children’s disease. Parents typically are taught signs and symptoms to observe, how to avoid vaso-occlusive complications and treat pain, and when to administer prophylactic antibiotics. Consequently, as children and adolescents grow older, they often know little about signs and symptoms and rely heavily on their parents to notice them. The text message conversations with the APRN allowed the patients to pay attention to their symptoms and ask questions they previously did not have the opportunity to ask during clinic visits. The patients in our study were able to learn about their symptoms and understand them in such a way that they were not only able to report their own symptoms to the APRN but also could explain their symptoms to peers who did not have SCD.

It was interesting to note that although text conversations about physical symptoms were prevalent, patients did not exchange communications about personal problems, even when invited to do so by the APRN. The APRN provided study contact information to those who agreed to be connected with other patients in the study. We were not able to monitor and examine text message exchanges between patients, but some of them reported that it offered an important source of emotional and psychosocial support. Although the use of wireless technology may be an innovative way to offer peer social support, it also has a potential risk for cyber bullying if parents are not warned to monitor use of wireless devices carefully (Betz, 2011; Kiriakidis & Kavoura, 2010; Patchin & Hinduja, 2010; Valkenburg & Peter, 2011). Although cyberbullying was not evident in text message exchanges between patients and the APRN, one parent during the study alerted the APRN and research staff about a troublesome text message received by her child. The APRN discussed this issue with both the parent and the patient, who did not know the origin of the text message. Before enrolling in the study, patients were instructed about the restricted use of the smartphone and agreed in writing that the smartphone was to be used for study purposes only. Consequently, automated reminders were sent periodically to patients to remind them that the smartphone was to be used specifically for study purposes only. Exit interviews with patients did not indicate any negative consequences or any further incidents of inappropriate text messages between patients.

In some cases, several alerts about similar symptom experiences in different patients were received. The APRN often sent “bulk” text messages to patients at the same time asking things like, “I see you are having headaches [for example] today; can you tell me more about how you are feeling?” Each patient would receive this “bulk” text message individually and would not see that the APRN had sent the text message to other patients. This technique was used by the APRN to be more efficient. Each patient would then respond through an individual text message, which would show up on that patient’s list of text message exchanges. However, the original bulk message sent to all of the patients did not appear in the text message exchanges. As a result, we may have underestimated the number of APRN-initiated text conversations in Table 2. We were not able to quantify the bulk text messages. In the future it is possible that an automatic transfer of the APRN-initiated text conversations may be programmed to be automatically sent into the study server with the date and time stamped to facilitate quantification.

Finally, the APRN’s spent 80% of her time engaged in usual hematology clinic care activities and 20% in research-related activities. The 20% of time spent in research-related activities included the patient-APRN interaction and communications via text message and follow-up phone calls that was part of the Wireless Pain Intervention as well as other research-related activities, which included obtaining assent/consent, meeting with research staff during the development of the program at the beginning of the study, and performing analyses/interpretation of data at the end the study. Therefore generalizability of the findings is limited to situations in which providers have assigned time or resources for remote monitoring of pain and symptoms and for text follow-up and patient interaction.

In conclusion, the use of wireless technology can facilitate important interactive communications that have not been possible previously between pediatric patients and health care providers. The use of wireless devices has the potential to change and transform delivery of primary health care services for children and adolescents with SCD. Early intervention in terms of screening, early detection and prevention of pain and symptoms that could lead to SCD-related complications, referral for treatments, patient education, and meaningful support are some of the ways that use of wireless devices could improve patient care. Patients in this study were able to establish an ongoing relationship with the health care provider for matters of health and SCD in ways that previously had not been possible.

The use of wireless devices has the potential to change and transform delivery of primary health care services for children and adolescents with SCD.
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